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To all Presidents of the FISM member-societies and
Delegates in the GENERAL ASSEMBLY of the FISM
It’s my pleasure to keep you informed of the latest developments. This is the
information we received from the organizing committee WCM 2018.
-------Dear. FISM Presidents from all over the world.
First Greeting
Hi. We are FISM KOREA 2018 Organization Committee.
Now our members are working hard for enjoyable FISM Korea 2018.
Till now, FISM Busan has been prepared from BUSAN International Magic
Festival Organization Committee, and there had been a hard time concerning
the preparation of FISM BUSAN due to government expenditures and diverse
budgets.
What is more, There has been recent North Korea’s Nuclear issue.
In this situation, Yuji Yasuda, Casa Kim who had finished FISM Asia 2014 in

Korea with huge success got together for FISM Korea 2018. And more than 20
people who have many experiences of FISM, many conventions and festivals
also joined here.
Then, we have identified all the current problems and have put together a list of
possible solutions and the things we need to do in the given time through many
meetings, workshops and deep discussions.
Currently, we are working with the government, Busan City, and both
convention-&-magic professionals so that everyone in the world can participate
in FISM Busan feeling relieved
I would like to talk a few things about FISM Korea 2018 and future plans.
Current Situation in S.Korea
First, I would like to mention about ‘North Korean nuclear issue’.
Many foreign media talked about this and told that during the PyeongChang
Winter Olympics 2018, France may be absent unless the safety of the athletes
is guaranteed.
But now all nations have officially announced to attend, and IOC and other
responsible nations have announced that the crisis in North Korea will not affect
the Olympics at all.
The IOC says it does not care about Plan B at all, and the IOC chairman Bach
noted that considering the other things besides the Olympics in Korea is an act
that hinders diplomatic efforts for peace in Korea.
“The Olympics have traditionally been cast as a respite from politics, danger
and strife, an opportunity for the world to come together in the spirit of peaceful
competition and a reminder that what brings us together as a union of five
continents is stronger than what deigns to pull us apart.
Guardian Saturday 12 August 2017”
There was very sad and angered incident a month ago, a big shooting in Las
Vegas. There is a danger in the present age anytime and anywhere. Korea has
very strict regulation to have firearms and weapons, and it is the safest country
for living even in late night. Busan is the southernmost city of the continent and
is a beautiful and safe place.

And if war is really happening in Korea, it is not the beginning of the Korean
War but the beginning of the Third World War, and it will bring great danger to
the whole world with events such as the destruction of humankind. We believe
that you believe that magic is a genre of performing arts and that art should
contribute to humanity and the world through this FISM Korea 2018.
Big Updated information will be opened till 21st Dec 2017
Since it is hard to find the information of FISM Korea 2018, we are going to
open the various information with big new updated at least till 21st Dec
2017 thru our official website and social media.
- Official web site : http://2018fismbusan.com
- Facebook Page : @fism2018korea
- Twitter : @fism2018korea
- Instagram : @fism2018korea
Our Policy to make sure the SAFETY
For all those with anxiety, we have decided to cancel our current ticket
cancellation policies and refund the full amount without cancelation fee if you
cancel the ticket even the day before the FISM Busan event. Even if you cancel
for any reason.
We will refund on Feb 2018 at once for the cancellation request after solving
the budget problem.
* Bank transferring fee will be added
We Need Your SUPPORT to the Presidents
To make successful FISM, the participation of many people is essential.
1. E-mail lists for promotion
We are going to send our promotional material with essential information to as
many magic communities of the world as possible.
if you provide us with the list of email address of magic magazines and magic
communities in your country, it will be very helpful for promoting our FISM
Korea.
2. Accommodation for reasonable price
We are going to open the big information on accommodation near from the

venue to get the reasonable price during FISM Korea 2018.
Korea has many Guest House which is similar to Hostel but cleaner and very
cheaper than the hotel. The price is much cheaper, even 70% cheaper than the
hotel with more than 10 people beds reservation. So we are planning to provide
the Guest House Reservation Service.

Expect FISM Korea 2018
We are doing our best to make the wonderful FISM Korea now, and we have
gathered the most experienced people in this business. We will come back with
some more information for making more comfortable and memorable FISM
Korea in the near future.
If you have any ideas, opinion or advice, Please feel free to contact us
fism2018@gmail.com
Thank you very much.
Best
FISM Korea 2018 Organization Committee
--------Kind Regards,

Domenico Dante
International President
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